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The Camel
Rob Schreur
The life of a philosopher is a blasphemy, he thought,
constantly searching , with human logic, for abstractions which many believe, including him, transcend
human reason . Philosophers are mere jesters in the
court of reason , he thought. He dwelled on this
metaphor of his for a time , then walked on .
He walked past the dusty throngs headinq toward
the Ka'ba. Having already paid his homage to Islam's
holy stone, he was content meditating on the message
each Muslim received when he made his pilgrimage to
that holiest shrine. The turban he was wearing hung flat
on his rugged cheeks, making them cool , almost damp,
hidden from the scorching sun . It was a secure feeling .
He smiled . He thought of the pleasing liturgies and rites
performed at the Grand Mosque. Humans needed
rituals, he thought.
Returning to his modern hotel room, he tried to recite
passages from the Koran, but the clean starkness of the
room was reviling to his nose-he had smelled the
aroma of tradition .
·
He decided to walk to the desert to meditate and pray
there. Once out of the city, he felt the hectic atmosphere dissipate, and began to sense the allure of the
ages: the desert. His footsteps and some withered
grasses were the only things that broke the desert's
uniform sequence: crest , valley in the sand .
· The thought again occurred to him , returning from an
earlier part of the day, of a philosopher 's life. Once more
he posed the question , and concurred, to himself, that a

Rob Schreur is a freshman intending to major in philosophy.
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philosopher's life was a blasphemy. There was no need
to question; man must be content with the soothing
traditions, he thought.
He heard in the distance a call to prayer, and then .
another sound, like some obscure, awkward rhythm . In
the distance he saw a rising of dust and a small , moving
shadow on which he could not focus. It was moving .
toward him. He kept watching it and was able to discern
that it was a camel. He could not see a rider. He had
heard before of wild camels which had gone mad, but
had never seen one. It kept approaching and he kept
watching. He saw the ungainly, jolted legs moving the
camel rapidly toward him . Before it attacked, he was
able to see the flared nostrils and the curled lip.
The camel paced around the mauled man for a while
and then deserted him . The man lay under his torn robe,
which was partially covered with sand . He wanted
to laugh at the thought of being attacked by a crazed
camel while meditating on metaphilosophy, but he was
unable to-the blood merely gurgled in his throat. The
final call to prayer echoed over the desert and over the
dead man in the sand.

Untitled

UlaShibazaki
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Displaced Persons:
Sin and Salvation in the
Stories of Flannery O'Connor

--Betsy Jansen
In dealing with Flannery
O'Connor, a Christian writer of short
stories , one always runs the risk of
doing the very thing she dislikesreducing her stories to "a kind of
literary specimen to be dissected." 1
She says that one cannot analyze a
story competently until one has enjoyed it:

Properly, you analyze to enjoy,
but it's equally true that to
analyze with any discrimination, you have to have enjoyed
already, and I think that the
best reason to hear a story
read is that it should stimulate
that primary enjoyment. 2
Therefore, those people who wish to
understand O'Connor must read
her, first of all, for enjoyment.
Nevertheless, this understanding
can be supplemented by knowing
how her Christian commitment
interrelates with and manifests itself
in her fiction .
Flannery O 'Connor does not
attempt to conceal her Christianity
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from a non-Christian world; in fact,
she usually displays her convictions openly:

I shall have to speak, without
apology, of the Church, even
when the Church is absent,· of
Christ, even when Christ is not
recognized.3
But Flannery O'Connor is not a
moralizer. She writes from a Christian worldview, about Christian
"mysteries," but her stories are not
fables or even parables:

The novelist doesn't write to
express himself, he doesn 't
Write simply to render a vision
he believes true,· rather, he
renders his vision so that it can
be transferred, as nearly as
possible, to his reader.4
O'Connor's "vision" is the interplay
of the supernatural and the natural,
of sin and salvation, of evil and
grace. It manifests itself, for
example, in the grandmother in "A
Good Man is Hard to Find," in a
small child in "The River," in Joy in
"Good Country People" as well as in
Mrs. McIntyre in "The Displaced
Person" and in Mrs . Cope in "A
Circle in the Fire." Furthermore, in
each of her stories there comes a
point where "the presence of grace
can be felt as it waits to be accepted or rejected, even though the
reader may not· recognize this
moment." 5 Summarizing this theme
herself, she continues: "My subject
in fiction is the action of grace in
territory held largely by the devil." 6
Her two stories "A Circle in the

Fire" and "The Displaced Person"
eloquently express this theme,
portraying people who, preferring to
trust themselves , are displaced from
God. Often crisis strikes , leaving
these people desolate . The
protagonists, Mrs. Cope and Mrs.
Mel ntyre, represent mankind as it is
displaced from God; they trust only
in themselves and their land.
Inevitably, this sham paradise
collapses, leaving them confronted
with their own wretched
displacement from God and other
people:

They [the farm people] are in
Eden, but the evil of our time
impinges. When it comes, they
are helpless, unprepared, and
would deny it and reaffirm their
innocence. They cannot do so, ,
and they are destroyed.7
Yet continually God seeks man,
offering grace; God waits to show
people like Mrs. Cope and Mrs.
McIntyre their own helplessness and His strength .
In "A Circle in the Fire, " a
compact sketch of the more
complex "The Displaced Person,"
Mrs. Cope attacks life with a vicious
determination, symbolized by her
weeding: "She worked at the weeds
and nut grass as if they were an evil
sent directly by the devil to destroy
the place" (p. 215). Wearing a "still
stiff and bright green" hat and
keeping herself "very small and
trim," even her appearance
expresses her determination (p.
215). Resolutely she guards her
land; the trees st.and like "sentinels"

on the edge of her land (p. 216) .
Furthermore, Mrs. Cope views other
people with suspicion. According to
her, the Negroes are lazy, and as
" destructive . . .as the nut grass " (p.
216) . And although Mrs. Pritchard's
value exceeds the Negroes' , Mrs.
Cope does not think highly of her,
either. · 1n fact, she uses Mrs.
Pritchard to insult her own child:
"Why do you have to look like an
idiot? .. : Sometimes you look like
you might belong to Mrs. Pritchard"
(p. 229). So she depends solely on
herself and her land; she trusts no
one-not Mrs. Pritchard , not her
Negroes, . and certainly not God.
Furthermore, she " copes " with
trouble as it appears:
I have the best kept place in
the county and do you know
why? Because I work. I 've had
to work to save this place and
work to keep it. . . I don 't let
anything get ahead of me and
I'm not always looking for
trouble. I take it as it comes.

Nothing must be allowed to mar her
counterfeit paradise, her god . This
god and her own effort will be-she
thinks-the means of her salvation .
Key words such as "save" and
"work" emphasize this philosophy;
she will accomplish her own
salvation :
In short, these women seem to
think that by taking sufficient
thought for the morrow, they
can add many cubits to their
stature, perhaps fin ally even
beat the whole racket. 8

Significantly, she appears to thank
the Lord for all her blessings, but she
never depends on Him. She
" piously" preaches that they " ought
to spend half [their] time on [their]
knees ," but she is too busy sav ing
herself to commune with God (p.
216) .
This deliberate deafness to God
displaces her from His presence.
Ultimately she is called to face her
chosen displacement. Foreshadowings of this confrontation emerge in
her fear of fire; she was " always
worrying apout fire in her woods " (p.
215) . In the Bible fire often
symbolizes not only the Holy Spirit
but also God's power. Flannery
O 'Connor uses Mrs. Cope's fear of
, fire and the Biblical image of fire to
symbolize man 's fear of the Holy
Spirit's purging grace. Man does not
want his purging because it would
make him face his own helplessness and inadequacy. Ironically,
three boys, displaced by this world ,
are instrumental in destroying Mrs.
Cope's defenses. Although their
speech and actions are also distorted by sin , they often speak and
act with truth. Their words pierce
Mrs. Cape's facade . One of the boys
points to God as the real owner of
the farm : the little one says , " She
don 't own them woods ," and Hollis
says, "She does too, " and the little
one says , "Man, Gawd owns them
woods and her too . .. " (p. 225). They
act as if she is not the owner: they
smoke in her barn without her approval, they use her horses without
her permission , and they stay in her

home without her invitation . Their
presence begins to threaten her.
. Her self-confidence cracks; she
cannot handle this trouble. These
imperturbable boys confirm her
worst fears; they set fire to her
woods-her microcosm . The
pu rging she fears has begun. Unwillingly and helplessly she _faces
her misery . The fire destroys her
world , and only the inexorable truth
remains: she is displaced not only
from the burning creation but, more
tragically, from her Creator. She
finally joins the rest of mank ind in
facing the ir common misery and
inadequacy. Her gods have failed
completely .
·
"The Displaced Person " has
many parallels with " A Circle in the
Fire." O'Connor develops the same
theme into a more complex statement of man who prefers other gods
and is displaced from the one true
God. Like Mrs. Cope, Mrs. McIntyre
depends completely on her own
intelligence and her own land . They
are her gods: "And all I've got is the
dirt under my feet" (p. 270) . Her total
dependence on her material world is
illustrated by her motives for hiring
Mr. Guizac and by her reaction to
the peacock. She seems to
welcome Mr. Guizac: "Yet here was
the owner of the place out to
welcome them the Guizacs " (p..
262) . However, Mrs. McIntyre does
not welcome the Guizacs in love;
she welcomes them with mercenary
hopes instead: "One man 's misery
is the other fellow's grain .. . He [Mr.
G uizak] saves me money " ( pp.
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270 , 271 ). She did not hire him out
of love and pity, especially not the
love of Christ; her love is directed
totally towards herself. As Stanl~y
Edgar Hyman says, "The peaco~k
a traditional symbol of Christs
divinity and the Resurrection .. In the
story he functions as a kind of
spiritual test .... " 9 Mrs. ~clntyre ~as
no appreciation for this royal b1r? .
She seems him as a nuisance. He 1s
just " anoth~r mouth to feed " (p .
265) . A pesty peacock and la~y
workers are Mrs . M cl ntyre s
" burdens. " She must bear the
" burdens " and depend on her own
resources to survive, those same
resources wh ich led her to hire Mr.
Guizac. Mrs. McIntyre sees God,
likewise, as a nuisance. Mr. Guizac,
on one hand, works for his ke~p , b~t
anything that is not lucrative 1s
ignored-including God and the
peacock. Mrs. M cl ntyre depends
solely on herself.
Thus Mrs . McIntyre lives
contentedly in her superficial world .
Most of the time she does not even
see the shakiness of depending on
her pseudo-gods . However, ~ot yet
totally blind , she occasionally
glimpses the emptiness of her religion:

!s

When she sat with her intense
constricted face turned toward
the empty safe, she knew
there was nobody poorer in the
world than she was. (pp. 286287).
She sees her phys ical poverty
clearly ; but O 'Connor show~ the
readers her spiritual poverty. Like all
humanity she is fallen, depraved. ·
For instance, her husband had
bought a cherub for his tombstone,
one that looked like her: "Mrs.
Mel ntyre had never noticed the
resemblance to herself. She had
always thought of it [fhe cheru~]
hideous " (p. 286). That, of course, 1s
the point : without God, all men are
" hideous ." Unfortunately, it takes a
foreigner to make Mrs. M cl ntyre see
the unadulterated truth . Already
displaced from God, Mrs. McIntyre
is destined to be displaced from the
security of her land , also. Ironically,
it is another Displaced Person that
displaces her. Rejecting an infallible God, she trusts her fallible gods,

8

and her world collapses at the first
foreign threat. Mr. Guizac's industry
is too much for her. At first she
claims Mr. Guizac as her salvation
(p. 270) . Unknowingly, she speaks
the truth . Mr. Guizac isthekeytoher
material success. His hard work and
industry could improve her
dilapidated land to a pr~spero~s
farm . Mrs. McIntyre recognizes this:
"That man there ... he has to work!
He wants to work!" (p . 270) . Later
she points out: "Times ~re
changing .. .only the. smart th.nftt,
energetic ones are going to surv1~e
(p. 282).1 ndeed, times are changing,
and Mr. Guizac is the catalyst
behind these changes. He wants to
marry his relative to a Negro: and he
turns a Negro in for stealing (pp.
285 , 269). He doesn't accept the old
evils of prejudice and dishonesty as
"just the way it is. " He works to
change things . Before long he
accepts responsibility for the farm
and shrugs off Mrs. McIntyre's
claims of authority:
" You have a good job. You
should be grateful to be here,
she added, "but I'm not sure
you are."

11
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" Ya, he said and gave his little
shrug. .. . (p. 289)
Unease and suspicions settle in;
Mrs. McIntyre watches him taking
her land from her-in fact, he is
stealing her gods from her. Again
and again she tries to voice a claim
to her land but makes little impression. So she is in a quandary.
On the one hand, this man will
"save" her from poverty; on the
other hand, the price for this new
prosperity demands certain
changes. Yet she finds his new
ways incomprehensible. . . " S~e
didn't know anything about him
except that he did work" (p . 284).
But what she cannot comprehend
she must either ignore or destroy.
Once again using words like "salvation, " O'Connor pushes this
dilemma to a spiritual level. Mrs.
Mel ntyre had chosen to ignore God,
choosing instead to give her
aliegiance to her land and her own
intelligence which s~e can comprehend. Since she 1gn~res .God,
she is given a chance with his representative, the Displaced Person .
She has a chance to love. This man
she can not ignore as she did God.
11

He represented a very-much_present, foreign element. She
cannot ignore him, but she cannot
accept his ways either, so she must
destroy him. As a result , she
v_acillates-to destroy him means to
destroy her spiritual life; to accept
him means to make changes that
she is unwilling to make, physically
or spiritually. O'Connor tries to show
her readers , through Mrs .
M cl ntyre, what they really are. Often
man tries to destroy what threatens
to make him see his inadequacy.
This is what Mrs. McIntyre attempts
to do. Unable to accept the terms of
" salvation ," she helps destroy Mr.
Guizac:

She had felt her eyes and Mr.
Shortly's eyes and the Negro 's
eyes come together forever,
and she had heard the little
noise the Pole made as the
tractor wheel broke his
backbone (p . 298).
This passage has two significant
implications. First of all , Mrs.
McIntyre once again refuses her
salvation . Secondly, Mr. Guizac's
death proves the falseness of Mrs.
McIntyre's statement that only the
industrious will survie. Mr. Guizac
certainly was industrious, yet he
died. And Mrs. McIntyre will die, too,
because man cannot, of course,
save himself-only God can do that.
The gifts of sense are taken away
from Mrs. McIntyre; she loses her
ability to feel because she ·has refused to love, she loses her sight be-

Wimmin: What's in a name?

cause she was blind to others'
needs, she loses her speech
because she had not spoken to
save the Pole. Finally, she must face
her own human depravity, · her own
utter helplessness.
Yet she is not ultimately
condemned. At this point "The
Displaced Person " surpasses " A
Circle in the Fire." "A Circle in the
Fire" leaves Mrs. Cope facing her
misery without hope ; "The
Displaced Person" leaves Mrs.
Mel ntyre facing her misery, but she
is still offered the hope of God . This
last hope lies, ironically, in the two
things she found a nuisance: the
peacock and the priest . The
peacock is always present ; it
displays its beauty in spite of her
blindness. The priest is also very
faithful: "He, the priest , came
regularly .. .he would come and sit by
the side of her bed and explain the
doctrines of the Church " (p. 299) . In
many ways, the priest is not a very
impressive representative of Christ.
He babbles incoherently and seems
more intrigued with philosophizing
and with birds than with Mrs.
Mel ntyre's problems . Yet this " other
worldliness " is an effective reminder
to Christians that they must not " be
conformed to this world but be
transformed. . ." (Romans 12 :2,
RSV). Through people like this
foolish priest, God continues to hold
out His promise of salvation to
stubborn people like Mrs. McIntyre: .

I have made you and I will

carry you
I will sustain you and I will
rescue you.
(lssaiah 46:4, NIV)
God always offers man His
salvation . Man 's goals, like Mrs.
Cope's and Mrs . McIntyre's, will be
destroyed; they will fail . And when
man is left desolate, facing his own
futility ( as the two women did), then
this final hope comes : then God
comes with the miraculous offer of
salvation .

1
Flannery O 'Connor, Mystery and
Manners, ed . Sally and Robert

Fitzgerald (New York : Farrar, Straus,
& Girou x, 1979) p. 108.
2 Mystery. p. 108.
3
4

5
6

Mystery, p. 155 .
Mystery, p. 1 62 .
Mystery, p. 118.
Mystery, p. 118.

7
Flannery O 'Connor, Three, (New
York: New · American Library), p.
215 . All further references to th is
book will be made parenthetically in
the text.

8 Robert Drake, Flannery O'Connor:
A Critical Essa y (Grand Rapids:

William B. Eerdmans, 1966), p. 26 .
Stanley Edgar Hyman , Flannery
0 'Connor (Minneapolis: University
9

of Minnesota Press , 1966), p. 1 8.

Nandy Heu le

"A Total Woman caters to her man's special quirks, whether in salads, sex, or sports." This is obvious. And
that is why Alice Johnson became Mrs. Vanderwoudenberg (and who wants to be called Vanderwoudenberg-if the choice were there?).
Quote: "I have serious objections, dear Rebecca, to being called Henry. There is a great deal in a name . . ..
The custom of calling women Mrs . .John This and Mrs. Tom That, and colored men Sambo and Zipcoon, is
founded on the principle that white men are lord of all. . ." (Elizabeth Stanton, May 1, 1846).
While still pondering Shakespeare's rhetorical question, I wonder what is so significant about the 19th letter
of the alphabet that it identifies all married women?
What is ans? Womanhood?
Mrs. John Vanderwoudenberg. Let's not be oversensitive, but stop to think about it, Mr. Alice Johnson .
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I have sometimes been called a
Christian Surrealist; but I think that
description needs qualifying . Surrealists work with a basic philosophy-as a matter of fact , it's a
belief, almost a rel igion-that everything that happens can only
produce death and destruction. By
confusing people they try to upset
everything that has happened, all of
the institutions of the past, and to
form a new reality , a reality above
reality. That's the French word sur,
"above" reality . Their concept is
somehow connected with the
subconscious ; a lot of their images
involve automatic drawing, in which
they don 't use any rational thought
but draw almost totally irrationally,

George
Gercama :

as if in a drug state. Another
technique ·is to present images,
again irrationally.
Now, I fit in to that latter category
in that I use a dream-image
technique: I connect things that are
strange. I don 't really have a belief in
Surrealism, because I am pretty
satisfied with Christianity and the
state of things as they are now,
things the Surrealists were trying to
upset. I like their technique, though ; I
think there are a lot of things that can
be done with it. Juxtaposing objects ,
present ing clean images allows one
to think of the objects being portrayed .
I am not sure, though, that you can
call the use of this technique,
without the Surrealist philosophy,
Surrealism at all. There are a lot of
people who use this technique
these days who aren 't Surrealists.
The term Christian Surrealist, then ,
is almost a paradox , a contradiction
in terms .
In some ways it 's apt, though . I
deal a lot in paradoxes: black and
white, good and evil, painted images
and reality. I have been told that
what I'm doing in my art work is
playing with people's minds, and I
think that's a valid statement. Most
of my art is not what 's on the canvas ,
it isn 't just using fantastic
techniques , but it's portraying

Words

_
o bjects .and fiddling with people's
thoughts, causing them to think new
thoughts and see objects in new
ways .· As long as I keep people
thinking abo ut what I'm doing, as
long as they're a little confused , then
I achieve my goals.
Finding meaning is not a big piece
of my work. If I could ever pin down
just exactly what I meant. it would
take c;3 lot out of what I'm doing.
People have a tendency to look for
meaning where I don 't put meaning.
For example, with my series here, I
had no meaning intended in the
drawing Coppersmith-I _ just put
togeth.~r images that were beautiful ,
aesthetically pleasing. Carl
Hu ism an sa id it had a lot of secondcentury Christian imagery, though .
Likewise, one of my friends once
looked at my drawing Hands of the
Headsman and described it as
"demonic." Neither of these reactions was intended, but they do
cause people to think.
I am now doing a series of
drawings on blindness in which I
have a Braille-type alphabet that I
developed myself. I've had people
comment on it and ask me what it
means, but I won't tell them, and
that's part of the idea. It has a
meaning; it has a mystery. There are
answers in there, but they're
answers to riddles, and you have to
figure them out. It's part of the idea of
always keeping people thinking .
I have had other people come up
and say , after looking at the pictures, that there is no meaning in any
of them ; they're just aesthetic, just
for pure looks . I get cut down for this.
My imagery is totally unique,
however. I draw what I draw, I paint
what I paint , because I am very
visual. I see things-I don 't paint
blobs in space or just simple colors ; I
see objects and I paint objects. A lot
of people have criticized me for not

and W orks:
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being honest to the medium by
play ing down the paint. I think that's
a valid criticism , but I put more
importance in the object and in
honesty to myself. I draw from the
heart; I draw what 's meaningful for
me. Each of the drawings here is on
hands and the series of paintings I'm
doing right now is on sight. Each of
these things is very dear to an
artist; it would be difficult to perform
without these .
This idea is not eas ily accepted
by the artistic community; I guess
I'm sort of a m isfit. I am in a grey area
between society and the artistic
community, and ·1 don 't really fit in
with either one. People in society
say, "That's good, but why did you
put those things together? What
kind of drugs are you on , anyway?"
People in the artistic community
say, "You 're taking the easy way out
by using these images . People in
society are just going to eat them
up-you 'll have a good market and
become rich and famous--but
you're not be ing true to your artistic
commitment."
If by artistic commitment one
means painterly technique, then
perhaps I have been dishonest. But
if one considers artistic commitment as an emotional outpouring of
one's self in an attempt to illuminate
God 's creation and man 's role within
this creation , then I have been ,
speaking from the heart, nothing but
honest. If one considers art as an
end in itself, then , yes, I have been
unfaithful. But if one considers art as
just another tool for the advancement of God's kingdom , then my
motives have been nothing but pure.
Art can never be dishonest in and of
itself; only artists can be . One can
only guess how many artists ,
objective and non -objective alike,
really believe in the what and the

why of their art. This , however, is a
question that those who are outside
the artist do not have a right to ask.
One can only ask if a particular work
is honest to one's self. Nor does the
meaning, or lack .thereof, determine
the honesty or dishonesty of a
particular work. The Surrealists, in
their attack on society , in their attempts to confuse people, were
being extremely honest. In doing my
art in my own way I am being equally
honest. I have been accused of
trying to bamboozle people, and I
can say quite readily that I am , but
not in the way nor for the purpose
others think I am. The game I'm

playing is an honest one, and the
riddle has an answer, but only those··
people with strength and courage
enough will ever wrestle it from the
beasts locked within my works.

The Master of Falconry
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Hands of the Headsman

Coppersmith
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Unfortunately Reserved Freedom Hallelujah
Seeing most clearly in a fog
of tormented sin ,
in the sleepiness
of the bloody cross-hairs
pasted atop some Golgotha,
i hear· words in just a song
but still don't quit,e
see the tidal waves (clouds)
lapping
on the blue sky-shore.
Experience itself
becoming a shibboleth
between adoption and apostacy,
becoming again ethically liberal
just to find lostdom again
(but it's much easier than
that), thus :
i lose humility (my pride)
through my pride.
But
(hardly, daring to say)
honestly out, backing in,
not,
in, backing back, thus :
Hallelujah!

· Rob Sch reur
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Controlled Abandon
Mary Stewart Vanleeuwen

It is common, in Reformed protestant circles, to hear
the comment that "life is religion," by which is implied
(among other things) the conviction that Christ, in his
salvation, leads us not away from the surrounding world
and its activities but into the midst of them to transform
and redeem them. The 'p hrase also suggests that all
activity and thought, whether explicitly or implicitly, has
a religious foundation-that it serves the purposes of
the one, true God to a total or partial degree, or else
those of some other false one. Consequently, it
behooves me to reflect on the place and rationale for an
activity such as Scottish Country Dancing within a
Christian community such as Calvin College, especially
given the historical controversy regarding dancing
which has been part of the Calvinist and other Christian
traditions .
There is on record a sermon preached by John Knox
(the leader of the Scottish Reformation) to the Catholic
Mary Queen of Scots ·on December 13, 1562, in which
he "inveighed sore against the Queen's dancing," and
consequently was summoned before her to answer for
his remarks the next day. He explained that his main
complaint was not the dancing itself but Mary's
tendency to pay more attention to "fiddlers and
flatterers" than to the gospel as he preached it. Of the
court dancing itself, he added the following: "Madam,
· albeit in Scripture I found no prai~1e of it, and in profan~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·----Mary Stewart VanLeeuwen is a psychologist working
in the Calvin Center for Christian Scholarship. She is on
leave this year from her teaching post at York University
in Canada.

writers it is termed the gesture rather of those that are
mad and in frenzy than of sober men, yet I do not utterly
damn it, provided that two vices be avoided: the former,
that the principal vocation of those that use that
exercise be not neglected for the pleasure of dancing;
secondly, that they dance not, as the Philistines their
fathers, for the pleasure that they take in the displeasure of God's people ."
Knox has made two very good points which are
pertinent for us up to this day. First of all, the combination of music and movement in a social context has
its own peculiar spell, and what begins as a recreation
can indeed become an addiction. (I know of no
lukewarm Scottish dancers, and I know not a few whose
enthusiasm borders on the obsessive.) It is perhaps for
this reason ( among others) that the church down
through the ages has regarded dancing with
ambivalence-and understandably so. This leads to
Knox's ( and my) second point. In keeping with the responsibilities which accompany Christian liberty, it
behooves us to engage in such a recreation with due
regard for the consciences of others who feel that they
cannot exercise their Christian freedom in a like
manner. Rebellion against authority in one's past is a
poor motive for taking up any kind of dancing, and in the
long run will make the experience a much less
enjoyable one.
Yet, I believe that we can go beyond Knox ·s grudging
concession that this form of social dancing is merely
"permissable." I began doing Scottish Country Danci_ng
as a child of eleven in a very nominally-churched family,
and continued in it, in addition to Highland Dancing,
through the end of my undergraduate days. But it was
not until I became a Christian myself, at the age of 27,
that I began to think gradually of taking it up again . What,
then, are the creationally-positive aspects of such an
activity which led me back to it as a young Christian? I
can think of several.
First of all, Scottish Country Dancing ( as distinct from
other forms which dominate the western world today) is
an activity which affirms and draws upon an entire
group of people. It calls for co-operative team-work,
interpersonal helpfulness, and unending courtesy . It is
neither ahistoric nor tied to one historical period, but
rather a living body of forms and precedents that are
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constantly being combined into new dances, for new
reasons, in all parts of the world . Yet it is not left merely
to go its own way but is gently regulated by an association of persons (the R.S.C.D.S .) who are determined that
its adherents will be as at home in Eindhoven as in
Edinburgh, since all will share a common background of
instruction, a common repertoire of . dances, and a
common code of etiquette. In an era when we seem
caught between the twin evils of excessive individualism and mass culture, such a " voluntary association" becomes a heaithy mediating structure aiding in
the recovery of the kind of pluralism so frequently urged
by Reformed thinkers.
In addition, Scottish Country Dancing consistently
erases both class and age barriers in an activity in
which all participants are equally important. It is consequently a potential vehicle for strengthening intergenerational ties and bringing together persons of
diverse backgrounds who might otherwise not meet and
interact with each other. Further, it helps to develop,
maintain, and give expressive confidence to the bodies
which God has given us and been pleased to sanctify
through the incarnation of His son. This is often a
neglected aspect of the Christian life, particularly in an
era characterized by a preference for merely spectator
activities.
·
Jean C. Milligan, the co-founder of the R.S .C.D .S.,
often referred to the essence of Scottish Country
Dancing as "controlled abandon." It is a good description of the activity-and, when you think of it, not a bad
metaphor for the Christian life, with its dynamic of Word

Fists of rain
pound the windshield
press Wipers to the glass
blot the fleeing world.
Scuttling under the shelter
of a concrete bridge
the world freezes
overhead
we hurtle into a tableau
of road, arch, abutment
that crosses and defines vision.
Thrown back at time
the wipers flail once more
again the fists hit hard.

Jim Postema
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and Spirit, Law and Grace, form and freedom .
Finally, the "controls" which keep that abandon from
becoming license are well-established, consistently
taught, and adhered to by trained Scottish dancers
everywhere. These include everything from instruction
for the giving of hands to procedures for choosing
partners and lining up sets. As an important aside, it
should be mentioned that since it is both permissable
and quite common for women to dance with other
women (although not men with men) , this form of
dancing sidesteps the anxiety that can accompany the
necessity of "pairing off" with a member of the opposite
sex all the time. It is quite usual, in the course of an - .,
evening, for a dancer to choose as successive partners
a much _younger person, a much older person, a
member of the same sex, and a member of the opposite
sex. In addition, the code of etiquette encourages
experienced dancers to spend at least some of their
time taking beginners as partners . All of this restores to
relations between men and women, different agegroups, acquaintances and strangers, a courtesy and
social grace (which is easy, not stiff), which is an
increasing rarity in our time.
The Christian Reformed Church synodical report of
1980 ("Dance and the Christian Life"), has asserted that
"in the most basic sense, the capacity for dance is a gift
of God to express our delight in the God who made us
and the life He has given us." Enough, then, of words;
welcome to the world of Scottish Country Dancing
which is, as one of its historians has put it, "ane celestial
recreation!"

PORTFOLIO

Salvador Dali , The Persistence of Memory, 1931 . Oil on canvas , 1Ox 14 inches. The Museum of Modern Art, New
York.

Probably the most well-known artist of the Surrealist
genre is Salvador Dali; his most well-known work is The
Persistence of Memory. This piece projects the world of
dreams. Some would say that it is on a level ot madness,
because, even though the objects give an immediate
sense of recognition, the relationships are quite irrational. Only in the world of the subconscious are such
relationships possible. This is typical of Surrealist art,
which always presents private feelings of the artist,
making communication with a large audience very

difficult.
The most dominant theme of the work is the
irrelevance of time. Dali uses multiple images of limp
clocks to suggest to others what he evokes from the
timelessness of his own subconscious. Limp watches
sharply indicate the contradiction of relationships;
Precise metal instruments are transformed into objects
which can be devoured by a multitude of busy ants, ants
that have the glitter of jewels. The painting is a haunting
allegory of a chaotic world in which time has gone awry.
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People of
Moscow
by Cathy Ridder
Cathy Ridder is a senior majoring in English and
philosophy. She is currently serving as Associate Editor
of Chimes. She spent part of her last summer in
Moscow, where she took these pictures. Despite the
suffering we ve caused each other, we share a common
bond of humanity with the people of Moscow which
transcends nationalism.
1
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James Korf: An Interview
Sharon Watson, a sophomore ma1ormg in English,
interviewed James Korf, Director of Thespians.

SW: What are the various p_rograms within Thespians
and what exactly are Lab Bills?
JK: The Educational drama groups and the Religious
drama groups that we have going right now are groups
out of Thespians that go out into the community and
provide some kind of service. We hope to serve
churches and literary groups and that type of people
with the religious drama groups, and elementary
schools with the Elementary Education group. The
Elementary Education group is working up a series
under the theme Invention Team. What they're trying to
do is broaden and stimulate the imaginations of
elementary school children-involve them in creative
drama activities and g_et them to realize that, by using
their imagination, they are actually creators.- We're
trying to get people to learn how to create-how to use
the instinctive mimetic juices that everyone has. ·
The Religious Drama is geared towards churches
and literary groups. We hope to show thern good writing
and a good performance, but we also hope to send out
some sort of message that is a sample of the sort of
thing we at Calvin College are attempting to say to the
. world in general.
The Lab Bills are quite different from either of these
service groups. My idea of the Lab Bills is to give senior
directing students the opportunity to direct. It's like a
minor league opportunity for Thespians . You see, we
only do three major productions all year long, and perhaps twenty people will be able to be cast members in
this year's productions, but we have about seventy
people in Thespians . So there are a lot of people who
are not getting an opportunity to act or to learn anything
about acting. With the Lab Bills-there are six this
year-we hope to give people an opportunity to direct
and to give some of those people not actively involved in
a major production a chance to learn about acting and
to be seen by the directors, so that when the directors
come to cast a show later on, they already have an idea
of what those people can do. It also gives all of the other
Thespians a chance to be involved in the technical
aspects of production. Many actors in major
productions get no opportunity to be on a light crew, a
stage crew, or any of those behind-the-scene-type jobs.
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I don't think that anyone who is seriously involved in
theater is well-rounded unless he has worked both
sides of the curtain . We want to force some of those
people to have more than one kind of experience.
SW: Concerning the major productions-why have you
chosen to do All My Sons and Godspe/1?
JK: AII My Sons is a play written by Arthur Miller, and we
have not done a Miller play since 1974. He is a major
American playwright, and we ought to sample those
playwrights, rotating Williams, O'Neill, Miller, etc., and
coming back to them every four or five years . It's time
now to do Mill er.
I wanted to do All My Sons because it's a play that is
extremely timely, and it says something very important,
even to this community. One of the major themes in the
play is its revolution about two circles-an inner circle
and an outer circle. The outer circle of life is where one
deals with the outside world, and the moral values that
one holds to in this circle are not the same values that
one holds to in the inner circle. For example, in All My
Sons, you have Joe Keller, who is an excellent family
man-he loves his children, he'd do anything for his
wife, he has all the right moral values within that circlebut he's a ruthless businessman outside that circle. We
know that during World War 11 he allowed defective
airplane engine blocks to be shipped out , and, as a
result, twenty-one fliers were killed. So the play revolves around the idea that, in the outside world, we'll do
anything to succeed, and, on the inside, we're different
people. To an extent, that has a lot of timeliness. If we 're
honest, we know that in our family circles we're good
moral, upright, Christian people but that sometimes on
the outside, whatever our profession, we'll do whatever
we need to do to $UCceed . That' s why I chose this
play-I think it's got something to say to a Calvin
audience.
SW: What about Godspell?
JK: Godspe/1 is more difficult to explain . I have seen
G odspell performed five or six different times, and I have
received its message in a variety of ways . I saw it just

this summer-and I was nauseated by the production.
On the other hand, I saw it in London, and I expected
nothing from it, and yet I was incredibly blessed by what
I heard-the simple message of salvation, the simple
message of Christ brought to people who had never
heard anything like it before. It's like a cool glass of
water when you're so hot you can't do anything.
And Godspe/1 is a musical. We have not done a major
musical, I think, in the history ofThespians. We miss a lot
of good, talented people because we don't do musicals.
Now, I have no intentions of doing musicals on a regular
basis, but I think to attempt a musical once in a while is
something we ought to do. It's also going to give a lot of
Thespians the opportunity to do things that they've
never done before. An actor is not complete standing on
the stage and speaking lines. An actor-if he's a
complete actor-is also a singer and a dancer.
Of course, it will present difficulties. This play is
incredibly controversial. We're going to have to deal
with the fact that it doesn't have a Resurrection. We
have to handle the problem of allowing some person to
portray Jesus Christ. I myself don't like people playing
Christ on stage or in films. It makes me cringe, but we're
going to try it, because I think it's worth doing. In the end,
we hope people will say, "Well, I'm not sure I like all the
trappings, or all these hip people dancing, but the truth
was good, and I am blessed by what I've seen ." It's a
project that we want to struggle with, and toil with, and
do what we can with. We may fail miserably-but we're
certainly going to give it a shot.
SW: There is some sort of Children's Theater, isn't
there?
JK: The children's play will be Rip Van Winkle, directed
by Tim Talen. Tim is in ·charge of the creative drama
programs in the Minneapolis Public School System.
He's an old Thespian, a Calvin graduate, a very talented
young man.
These· plays are great, because they're always
popular, and they help pay our bills. We're in a situation
where we can't run in the red-we've got to run on our
box office if we possibly can . We want to do Shakes-

peare and the classics, but those are not as popular as
Children's Theater. If we do Children's Theater,
. however, then we're also able to do the classics, etc.,
and we can make our program educationally sound.
SW; A few summers ago, I went through a stage in
which I would have given anything to become an actor. I
gave up the, dream, though, because the acting world
seems so dog-eat-dog. We read these intimate biographies with their stories of horrible casting-couch
experiences, wheeling and dealing, etc. Then, too, what
we see in movies and.on television is so immoral. I found
myself struggling with the question, can a Christian
today justify becoming an actor?
· JK: That's a very difficult question, but it's an important
one that has to be answered here at Calvin College. I
think that one of the reasons that you hear horror stories
about the acting world is that the church has turned
its back on the theater. The theater is taboo. It's bad
language, loose people-and because we Christians
don't use bad ··1anguage or believe in loose living, we
take this incredibly important art form and pretend it
doesn't exist. Yet the theater is a legitimate art form , as
much so as a man sitting at a wheel with a clump of clay,
trying to create something that's beautiful, something
that in one way or another mirrors his Creator. I think that
all of real creation comes from this inner awareness of
God that all people have. God is a creator, and man,
because he is in the image of God, wants to create, too.
So what we're saying is, that lump of clay is fine, that
painting is fine, that symphony is fine-these are all
legitimate ways. for a Christian to express himself, but
the theater is not. That's ridiculous! We should be able to
create in any of those areas. After all, people express
themselves, and serve, in all sorts of professions, and
those professions have danger areas. A person can use
his theatrical skills to run a burlesque show or to create
something incredibly uplifting and edifying. In the same
way, a doctor can either perform abortions or save a
dying person . So it's true; there are all kinds of ugly
things in the theater, but what I think we need to do is to
encourage whomever we can to be involved in that kind
of expression so that Christians can be influences
within that area. By constantly turning our backs on it,
we only accentuate the problem . The church and
Christian colleges have to take a leadership role in this
area. Christian theater programs have to blossom, and
when they do, then we can begin to shed light in that
area.
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Petrified
by Roberta:Hillibrand Broomly
Few of us have ever experienced mental illness.
Roberta H illibrand has struggled with this, and she
shares her struggle in this article. She uses a style that is
more imagistic than narrative so that we can
understand, through empathy, the pain of mental illness.
Perhaps, understanding, we can reach out with
compassion to the lonely and suffering around us.
I never thought it would happen. I can't keep up with
myself, just as a wooden leg can't keep up with an
active, growing, real leg. I now do things which were impossible for me a year ago and before, but inevitably my
wooden leg soon orders me to quit, not only my
endeavors, but at times life itself. You see, wooden legs
know they cannot become a living part of the body and
soul, but in revenge they seem to fight for the body and
soul to become wooden. Even in those tasks I successfully accomplish through hard work, my wooden leg will
not allow me to recognize their worth. The thing just collapses beneath me, demanding submission. Finally, like
other wooden legs, mine is hard and impossible to
change. No life can be forced into a wooden leg for any
human being.
I am my wooden leg. I am detestful of my own
success, at a loss for motivation until finally motivation
deserts me. God is the source of motivation, and union,
with Him is the key. But to me, union is confusion.
Understanding stops with solitaire and, consequently,
motivation cannot surface.
Solitaire brings on a loneliness shared only by the
lonely, a seemingly eternal separation from those you
want to know. Our hearts search longingly for a share of
another's company. Our searches are sad and futile,
though, for even in finding we lack the strength to reach
out and grasp. So with each weakness, we separate
ourselves further and sit back, silently, solemnly, and
alone.
Alone, not knowing pleasure in love, often knowing
mariipulation in the name of love. So often I ask,
"Wouldn't we be better off without love?" Without it we
would have.freedom . What more can one ask? Love ties

together? Love uses a log chain, tearing, then towing my
life away. Love is the fate of all mankind, even for God.
Look what happened to Jesus. I won't let myself fall prey
to love's force, though . Instead I turn to nature, giver of
beauty and strength without personal caring or love.

The world is growing,· It's Spring.
I'm regressing; It's Fall.
Leaves are budding,· I'm closing up.
The wind is laughing,· I'm crying.
I love nature,· I hate my soul.
Nature is beautiful. I defy nature.
I defy human nature.
Man feels, I forget.
Man loves, I leave.
I'm lost and alone on an island of emptiness.
My island is suddenly found and penetrated
by the race I left.
My distress signals scream,·
My coral wreath of protection destroyed.
I am no longer safe.
They say they've rescued me,
rescued me from my deserted island.
They're going to educate me, love me,
and tenderly toss me into
the tribe of civilization
so I may grow.
Nature, nature is beautiful.
So, tossed back into civilization , I am flooded with
memories I tried for so long to block out. The pain has
only become worse. There is more pain, more confusion
of who I really am. Am I the person who so comfortably
knew no specific plan, or this other being who feels?

My God, what's happening to me? I'm in an
institution. I'm scared. What have they done to my
mind? I want OUT! I don't know who I am pr what I
am. My me. My me that I used to be. I'm different.
What ·am I going to do? What will this strange new
me do? I want to stay in bed so this other personality doesn't do anything I wouldn 't do. I don't know
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which part of me to fight. I don't belong in an institution. I 'm sane, I want out. I 'm alone here.
Alone.
Someone just came in. Who 's reacting? The
new me? The old me? Is it me at all? How do I
know? Will I ever know? Isn 't this too much
change for a person at one time? I want to leave.
NOW! They told me I came here to find my identity.
I lost it. I lost.

I quickly draw into my self, desperately looking for an
escape . None is found. I retreat inside my wall , put on
another coat covering all the cracks . From within my
wall, safe from actual feeling , I now remember the first
true hurt .

0 love of mother, of father,
where are you, where were you
when I most desperately needed you?
No longer on you do I long to grasp
even though my heart
may ache and sorrow
for your comfort.
For no longer can I even conceive
of the nurturing and care of man or woman,
destitute and forsaken
though I am.
Their likeness to me now
is as a torturing killing flame
wi(h its only beauty in its strength.
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My soul has found a bed of thorns
to rest and protect its body and head
for no vacancy was there in love's rose.
Now pressure of one of love's petals
would pierce my body through the thorns
into death's dark dream.

I cannot face myself directly. When I try, I speak in
another tongue. A tongue of ancient years with thee's
and thou's. But I'm on a search, a search for the real self.
What 's right for me now may not be right for me later.
That does not mean I was wrong . I give myself full permission to test , and the results will not be right or wrong,
they will be me, a special me.
I searched. I couldn't find. I found steeples. I found
black ink. I found a stage and a crown. I found music. I
found labels. I found counsellors who talked of love and
a God I couldn't understand . At last I found myself in an
institution with lost and confused people like me. I found
a Daddy. I found a home. But wait. ... They wouldn 't,
would they? They did.
I've been penetrated
I feel very weak, defeated.
Bob knows about Sue.
Age seven.
Someone else knows.
How do I cope with that?
I hate it. I'm ashamed.
Why did I ever show my past?
My soul can't accept this invasion.
My wall has been pierced, pried apart, and probed.

I have no strength left.
I want to sleep, covers over me.
Sleep my life away.
But my will and soul lost their shelter,·
/ 'm bleeding and unprotected
as a babe in the woods,
a circus clown without his mask facing
a charging elephant, or a raging and hissing
serpent.

Though unprotected, I have found freedom in feeling
again. The probing I despised aroused the covered feelings inside. I no longer had to physically and mentally
torture myself to attempt feeling. I could feel. Emptiness
was slowly leaving . . .. A real human was emerging. It
was then I was able to see my first friend, Pat.
Pat is crying.
I'm no longer in touch with crying.
We are distanced. Distanced by crying.
If I reach out and cry-to help/ may become helpless myself.
Crying can do that to a person.

Soon after our discovery Pat was discharged. The
following is what I wrote for her · on that day, and it
displays the beginning of our new lives:
Pat,
This last week has been very
special to me. I don't quite know yet
what went on and is continuing,
but I do know I'm changing,
You've changed,· we 've both been
"born again" into happier lives.
That really could make Bob our " father"
(whether he likes it or not)! He is,
only at a bare minimum, the
"man in our lives." Somehow, I feel
Pine Rest is God's womb in which
Bob planted and fostered our seeds. I hope
your birth pains are not too severe or lasting
nor birth's anger taken badly.

Should I cry?
I am crying.
Maybe I always have been,
always will be.
I and Pat are one,
crying for love.
Finally we found each other
and in each other
we found ourselves.

G reen That Glows

U la Uzabazaki
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Portrait of Barb
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Betsy Buurma

Architecture

Sheen of steel, shimmer of glass and poured
Concrete; razor at edges, quanta at corners
And euclidean lirie at base; ridgedly tight,
Minutely precise and perfectly' perfect; new
Mirrors, too glossy - and lucid, reflect dark
Blue heavens and zinc white clouds made the
More intense for these buildings reflect of
Neither nature nor -man but the mind of man.
They attempt to brave all winds which purge
The landscape of "indelibles," saving their
Rectangles and ellipses from such irregular
And horrible, unthinkable decay. The exact
Ideals and pure abstractions incarnate must
Not be defiled by so heteromorphous a bevy.
But they will and must fall, fall to a pile
Or less of twisted, scratched and scraped
-Be.ams; a pile of shambles, just as this
Would be if incrementally spaced. If
It is so, all this and more so, why .
Are pyramids and megaliths merely
Dying gracefully with stretched
And wrinkled skin of old age,
Not dying the convulsive or
Preternatural death of one
Little brat in New York?
They may crumble until ,
Dust and not fester,
Into a waste land,
In screaming, or
Sgreeching, or·
Moaning, and
Not decay 9
If they,
Then I
May?
Rob Schreur
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Mother;s Bouquet
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